First Term Sailor – EAOS to PST Alignment Flow Chart

1. Detailer writes orders with PRD and OBL/SERV that matches prescribed tour

2. Student Control processes orders

3. Does the Sailor have adequate contract time (EAOS) to meet prescribed tour?
   - No
   - Yes
     - No Action Required

4. Is the Sailor willing to extend enlistment to meet prescribed tour?
   - No
   - Yes
     - Prepare and sign extension to align EAOS/PRD/PST

5. Have Sailor execute orders as written without the requested extension of enlistment being met

Sailor reports onboard at gaining command

Gaining command conducts Reporting CDB IAW CCC Handbook (NAVPERS 15878L) giving the opportunity to extend enlistment to meet PST as laid out previously (refer to “New Arrivals EAOS to Prescribed Tour Flow Chart” from this point on)
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